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T I M E L E S S  E L E G A N C E







Our eternal pursuit of perfection shines through 

in the new acqua 5000: The clean-cut, linear 

design blends a sense of discreet, understated 

elegance together with a presence that makes 

itself felt. Sliding doors lend the acqua 5000 a 

delicate grace, and ensure the peaceful silence 

that a bathroom needs. Sophisticated technical 

touches together with impressive precision 

come together to create a crystal clarity and 

an unforgettable shower experience. The top-

quality materials underscore the timeless 

elegance of this shining jewel of bathroom 

furnishings. acqua 5000 – formed from 

experience, perfected in design.
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TECHNOLOGICAL HIGHLIGHTS & DESIGN
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HEIGHT- 
ADJUSTABLE 
BALL-BEARING 
ROLLERS

The height-adjustable ball-bearing rollers are 
tucked away in the horizontal rail, allowing 
the door to glide smoothly along the tracks. 
The height-adjustable mechanism enables 
adjustment to tolerance levels on-site during 
installation.

AUTOMATIC
CLOSE & STOP

All models are fitted with an Automatic Close 
& Stop system to ensure that the doors glide 
gently into the closed position, right down to 
the last inch. The new acqua 5000 also fea-
tures an innovative mechanism in the inner 
side of the horizontal rail, circumventing the 
need for recessed tracking and providing a 
smooth, flowing surface.

SOPHISTICATED TECHNOLOGY



WALL ADJUSTMENT 
BY MEANS 
OF ADJUSTABLE 
GLASS

In the framed models, the glass is inserted 
into a wall profile and affixed by means of two 
adjustable screws, allowing panel adjustment 
of up to 25 mm. The setting does not affect 
the outer appearance of the glass.



5  SEAL SYSTEM

The new seal system provides maximum 
protection with minimum visibility. A slimline 
aluminium profile is attached to the base of 
the glass, with no protrusion, and is fitted 
with an inner PVC seal insert. As the water 
runs primarily down the aluminium profile, the 
lifespan of the PVC seal is thus considerably 
longer. The seal can be removed, cleaned 
and reattached with the greatest of ease for 
cleaning and replacement if necessary.

UV ADHESIVE 
TECHNOLOGY

Many of the components are bonded directly 
to the glass by means of UV adhesive techno- 
logy for an ultra-smooth surface that is both 
attractive and easy to clean.
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RELEASABLE
SLIDING ELEMENTS

The acqua 5000 is fitted with a sophisticated 
swivel-release mechanism. The sliding panel 
can be instantly released by simply pressing 
gently downwards on the hook on the runner 
guide, ensuring outstanding ease of cleaning.
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CAPTIVATING DESIGN

Handle of the two-panel sliding door

Handle of the three-panel sliding door Handle of the four-panel sliding doorHandle of the corner entry - Seen from insideHandle of the corner entry - Seen from outside

HANDLE

In both the single and double-panel models, 
the handle is integrated into the magnetic 
profile, maximising the entrance area and al-
lowing for outstanding ease of cleaning. The 
three and four-panel models feature screw-af-
fixed handles and, likewise, guarantee effort-
less opening and closure.
The inner handle has been ergonomically de-
signed to ensure a comfortable, safe grip even 
with wet hands. Unobtrusive in both shape 
and position, this handle is the quintessence 
of practicality combined with beauty, placing 
the glass firmly centre-stage as the star of the 
show.



MAGNETIC
ALUMINIUM PROFILE

The vertical edge of the glass features an 
aluminium profile fitted with an integrated 
magnetic strip for effortlessly perfect 
closure. This system also allows for 2 mm 
compensation adjustment during installation.

FLOOD PROFILE

In combination with the 5  seal system, the 
flood profile guarantees an absolute water-
tight performance. At just 8 mm high, the pro-
file integrates unobtrusively into any setting. 
If you require barrier-free entry, the profile 
does not have to be installed: Water spray 
can be reduced to a minimum by lowering the 
height-adjustable ball-bearing rollers.



NO
OVERLAPPING

In keeping with the harmonious design, the 
acqua 5000 features no overlap between the 
fixed panel and sliding panel, thus preventing 
any build-up of dirt and ensuring effortless 
ease when cleaning.



OBLIQUE CUT

In the new acqua 5000 corner models, no 
ceiling support is necessary. From widths of 
1021 mm and upwards, a glass contour on 
the fixed panel guarantees stability. The new 
rounded form subtly enhances the stylish, un-
cluttered beauty of the shower enclosure.

STYLISH
CONNECTION

The sliding rails of the corner entry are joined 
by a mitre-cut and screws, together with a 
discreet corner joint reinforcement. Fitted 
flush to the surface of the profiles, it blends in 
seamlessly beauty with the shower enclosure 
as a whole.
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VAST 
GLASS VARIETY

In order to increase the scope for personali-
sation, we have added two new options to our 
range: Nubes, a clear glass with silkscreen 
print that fades out gradually upwards, and 
Parsol grey glass, available now, with anthra-
cite Privé. Both finishings provide ample priva-
cy while allowing light to enter. Both of these 
silkscreen prints add a contemporary touch 
and an eye-catching panache to your shower 
enclosure.

TG10 Parsol grey with Privé in anthracite and with anthracite silk-screen print at the upper border of the glass
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You can find our full range of glasses on page 57

VB10 Transparent glass with Nubes satin and with white silk-screen print at the upper border of the glass
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WALL PROFILE
MODELS

The classic shower enclosure with vertical 
profiles will never be out of fashion. The ele-
gant form of the profiles blends beautifully into 
every setting, providing you with unrestricted 
flexibility. Adjustable by up to 25 mm, they can 
be easily adapted to fit the shower enclosure 
even in the case of larger tolerances.



FRAMELESS
MODELS 

The all-glass solution with wall hinges com-
bines outstanding transparency with unbeata-
ble practicality. The unobtrusive design adds a 
distinctive grace and elegance to the shower 
enclosure without compromising on stability. 
The wall hinges feature an adjustment range 
of up to 8 mm to compensate out-of-plum 
conditions during installation.



WALL PROFILE MODELS
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QR-ST2N R
Two-panel sliding door for niche solutions 

Wall profile models
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QR-ST2N R + QR-WV2 L
Two-panel sliding door for niche solutions
in combination with shortened side panel
Wall profi le models
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QR-ST3 R
Three-panel sliding door for niche solutions 

Wall profile models
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QR-ST4
Four-panel sliding door for niche solutions

Wall profi le models
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QR-ST2W L + QR-W2 R
Two-panel sliding door with side panel 

Wall profile models
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QR-SE2 L + R
Corner entry with two panels 

Wall profile models
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QR-ST3 L + QR-W4 R
Three-panel sliding door in combination with side panel 
Wall profile models
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QR-ST4 + QR-W4 L + QR-W4 R
Four-panel sliding door as U-solution

Wall profi le models
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FRAMELESS MODELS
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Q0-ST2N L
Two-panel sliding door for niche solutions 

Frameless models
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Q0-ST2N L
Two-panel sliding door for niche solutions
Frameless models
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Q0-ST2N L + Q0-WV2 R
Two-panel sliding door for niche solutions 
in combination with shortened side panel 

Frameless models
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Q0-ST1N L
Single-panel sliding door for niche solutions 

with front-wall 
Frameless models
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Q0-ST2W L + Q0-W2 R
Two-panel sliding door with side panel and towel rail (optional) 

Frameless models
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Q0-SE2 L + R
Corner entry with two panels

Frameless models
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Q0-ST1N R + Q0-W2 L
Special solution   

Frameless models
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Q0-SE2 L + R & Q0-WV2
Special solution   

Frameless models
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PRODUCT RANGE
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L = left handed / R = right handed

PRODUCT RANGE 
WALL PROFILE MODELS

Two-panel sliding door for niche 
solutions or for combination with 
shortened side panel art. QR-WV2 L/R

Two-panel sliding door 
for combination with side panel 
art. QR-W2 L/R

Shortened side panel 
for combination with two-panel 
sliding door art. QR-ST2N L/R

Three-panel sliding door for niche 
solutions or for combination 
with side panel art. QR-W4 L/R

QR-ST2N 1000 L/R
QR-ST2N 1200 L/R
QR-ST2N 1400 L/R
QR-ST2N 1600 L/R

Special dimensions 970 - 2200 mm

QR-ST2N L/R

QR-ST3 L/R

QR-ST2W L/R

QR-ST4

QR-W2 L/R

QR-W4 L/R

QR-SE2 L/R

QR-WV2 L/R

QR-WV2 L/R

Special dimensions 150 - 1400 mm

Side panel for combination with three-
panel sliding door art. QR-ST3 L/R 
or four-panel sliding door art. QR-ST4

Four-panel sliding door for niche 
solutions or for combination 
with side panel art. QR-W4 L/R

QR-ST4

Special dimensions 1445 - 2400 mm

QR-W4 800 L/R
QR-W4 900 L/R
QR-W4 1000 L/R

Special dimensions 150 - 1400 mm

Two-panel sliding door 
for corner entry 
(1021 mm and more with oblique cut)

Side panel for combination 
with two-panel sliding door 
art. QR-ST2W L/R

QR-W2 750 L/R
QR-W2 800 L/R
QR-W2 900 L/R
QR-W2 1000 L/R
QR-W2 1200 L/R

Special dimensions 150 - 1400 mm

QR-SE2 800 L/R
QR-SE2 900 L/R
QR-SE2 1000 L/R
QR-SE2 1200 L/R
QR-SE2 1400 L/R

Special dimensions 700 - 1600 mm

QR-ST2W 1000 L/R
QR-ST2W 1200 L/R
QR-ST2W 1400 L/R
QR-ST2W 1600 L/R

Special dimensions 980 - 2200 mm

QR-ST3 L/R

Special dimensions 1350 - 2200 mm

STANDARD HEIGHT 2000 mm
SPECIAL HEIGHT for profile colour CSH up to 2250 mm
SPECIAL HEIGHT for profile colour SCH and INO up to 2000 mm
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PRODUCT RANGE 
FRAMELESS MODELS

Two-panel sliding door for niche 
solutions or for combination with 
shortened side panel art. Q0-WV2 L/R

Shortened side panel 
for combination with two-panel 
sliding door art. Q0-ST2N L/R

Single-panel sliding door 
for niche solutions with front-wall

Special dimensions 970 - 2200 mm Special dimensions 150 - 1400 mm

Two-panel sliding door 
for corner entry 
(1021 mm and more with oblique cut)

Side panel for combination 
with two-panel sliding door 
art. Q0-ST2W L/R

Special dimensions 150 - 1400 mm Special dimensions 700 - 1600 mm

Special dimensions 520 - 1100 mm

L = left handed / R = Rechtsanschlag

Two-panel sliding door 
for combination with side panel 
art. Q0-W2 L/R

Special dimensions 970 - 2200 mm

Q0-ST2N L/R

Q0-ST1N L/R

Q0-ST2W L/R

Q0-WV2 L/R

Q0-W2 L/R Q0-SE2 L/R

STANDARD HEIGHT 2000 mm
SPECIAL HEIGHT up to 2250 mm
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PROFILE COLOURS

CSH Chrome/Silver high polish

INO Stainless steel look

SCH Black
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GLASSES

TEMPERED SAFETY GLASS 
ESG 8 mm

A10 Transparent
(only available for models with wall profile)

AQ10 Transparent with white silk-screen print 
at the upper border of the glass

AQB10 Transparent with anthracite silk-screen print 
at the upper border of the glass
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TG10 Parsol grey with Privé in anthracite and with anthracite silk-screen print
at the upper border of the glass

TEMPERED SAFETY GLASS
ESG 8 mm

ST10 Satin glass with white silk-screen print
at the upper border of the glass

AG10 Parsol grey with anthracite silk-screen print
at the upper border of the glass
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TS10 Transparent glass with Privé satin and with white silk-screen print
at the upper border of the glass

VM10 Transparent glass with Nebula satin and with white silk-screen print
at the upper border of the glass

VB10 Transparent glass with Nubes satin and with white silk-screen print
at the upper border of the glass
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TEMPERED SAFETY GLASS 
ESG 8 mm

CSGA Fixed element with CSG10 chromium mirror glass / 
Sliding door with A10 transparent glass 
(only available for models with wall profile)

CSGW Fixed element with CSG10 chromium mirror glass / 
Sliding door with AQ10 transparent glass with white silk-screen print 
at the upper border of the glass

CSGB Fixed element with CSG10 chromium mirror glass / 
Sliding door with AQB10 transparent glass with anthracite silk-screen print 
at the upper border of the glass

CSG10 Chromium mirror glass
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Duka offers an innovative glass treatment, which goes by the name of “ProCare.” The treatment takes place during the 
production of the panels: the surface is magnetron-sputtered with metal oxides in a vacuum. The tempering process 
activates and fixes the coating, ensuring that water runs full and fast off the glass surface, vastly reducing watermarks 
and keeping your glass as good as new far into the future. ProCare is available as an alternative to Protect coating for 
many products.

On request, Duka shower enclosures are also available with PROTECT safety glass surface protection which guaran-
tees high standards when it comes to use, clarity, transparency and cleanliness. Important: Do not use any abrasive 
cleaners or alkaline cleaning material.

GLASS COATING
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Greta Rabensteiner

We look on design as art made useful. The point where 
design, creativity, experience and technology come together 

to create something that is unique, and special. 
To highlight the exclusivity of Duka shower enclosures 

we have separated the various sections 
of the catalogue with the extraordinary work of young artist 

Greta Rabensteiner, designed exclusively 
for the relaunch of the acqua 5000. 

In a unique blend of strength, energy and vitality, 
each illustration encapsulates the essence 

of our own works of art - Duka shower enclosures.

THE ARTIST
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For technical reasons, the colours shown may 
differ from actual colours. Duka AG reserves the 
right to change its products without obligation 
of notification or replacement at any time. All 
technical specifications and detailed product 
information can be found at duka.it

Duka AG 
Duka Straße 2, I-39042 Brixen (BZ)

Tel. +39 0472 273 100 
info@duka.it, duka.it

5 YEAR
GUARANTEE

10 YEAR
AVAILABILITY 
GUARANTEE
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